Equip Screens
Equip Office Furniture has a comprehensive range of office screens to suit your
every requirement. Office Screens come in a wide variety of styles and finishes
with some of the more commonly used types listed below.
Acoustic Screens: When sound deadening is required there is a solution at
hand.
Desk Mounted Screens: This type of screen can be mounted on an existing
desk to provide some privacy or simply to hide the mess on the desk. Screens
can be covered in a wide variety of fabric, can be any size and height and can be
solid or see through Just tell us what you want and we will get a price for you.
Fixed Screens: Normally used to separate work areas where power and data
cabling is required. These screens can carry ducted cables at floor or desk level
either from a wall outlet or from the ceiling if the workstations are free standing
in the middle of a room.
Screens can be manufactured to any desired height, can be covered in a wide
range of fabric or other material to suit the decor and glass may be incorporated
above desk height to allow supervisors to see the whole room.
Free Standing Screens: This type of screen may be a melamine finish to match
your desking or may be covered in a fabric of your choice. Screens can be pinable
on one or both sides to serve a dual purpose i.e. screen / pinboard. Free standing
screens can be quite portable to allow for changes in configuration without the
need to unbolt, unscrew, undo, dismantle or replace. Simply move them to the
new position.
Screen Hung Workstations: Desk tops can be manufactured to hang from the
screens to improve the overall efficiency of the workspace. Configurations and
finishes are limited only by your imagination. Power and data cabling can be
incorporated at floor or desk level to suit your needs.
A wide range of screen hung accessories are available e.g. filing trays, flipper
boxes, book shelves, pen trays etc.
Screen Walls: Normally floor to ceiling, these screens are more like a permanent
partition although they can be moved should the need arise. This is a decided
advantage over traditional plaster walls which tend to be immovable.
These screens come in a wide variety of finishes including full or half glass, can
incorporate glass or solid doors, can carry power and data cables and can be
removed easily when you decide to vacate the space. This is a decided advantage
over plaster walls which can cost more to remove than install.
Another consideration is the mess factor. This is particularly important if you are
renovating an existing work space. Plaster finishing can create mounds of dust to
filter through your computers etc. and need to be painted on site creating fumes
and disruption to your business

